INTRODUCTION

In clinical practice, delayed tooth eruption (DTE) is the most commonly encountered deviation from normal eruption time. It has been reported that DTE might be the primary or sole manifestation of local or systemic pathology. Various genetic disorders and syndromes have DTE as a common feature. The delay in eruption was found to be greatest in children younger than 6 years but not much in those who were above 9 years. However, adults too have exhibited delayed tooth eruption. Individual, sexual, racial and ethnic factors can influence eruption and determine standards of normal eruption. DTE can significantly impact the patient's health care and can affect diagnosis, treatment planning and timing of treatment for the orthodontic patient.

Becker suggested that root development alone should be the basis for defining the expected time of eruption for different teeth. Nonankylosed teeth too fail to erupt fully or partially because of malfunction of the eruption mechanism that occurs even though there seems to be no barrier to eruption and this phenomenon is considered to be due to a primary defect in the eruptive process. Orthodontic traction of impacted teeth has been a standard and an accepted procedure in orthodontics. The following is a case report that attempts to use orthodontic traction to successfully erupt all the impacted teeth into the oral cavity.

Case report

Diagnosis and etiology

A 21-year-old female patient presented with pseudoanodontia with crowded and rotated maxillary and mandibular incisors with speech difficulty.

Extraoral assessment

The patient had a mesoprosopic face,
convex profile, posterior divergence, incompetent lips, with no signs of temporomandibular joint dysfunction.

Intraoral assessment. Oral hygiene was poor. The maxillary arch was U-shaped with crowded and rotated maxillary incisors with impacted 13, 15, 23, 24, and 25. The mandibular arch was V-shaped with severely rotated mandibular central incisors and impacted 32, 33, 38, 42, 43, 44, and 48. Retained 63 and severely carious 16 with pronounced bulge in the alveolar mucosa in the upper right quadrant was observed. Increased overjet and deep bite was present. The maxillary and mandibular dental midlines coincided with each other and with the skeletal midlines. On left side the molar relation was Class I and the curve of Spee was increased. (Fig 1a-e, Fig 2a-b).

Radiographic assessment. The panoramic radiograph confirmed the presence of impacted 13, 15, 23, 24, 25, 32, 33, 38, 42, 43, 44, and 48, with altered alveolar bone levels. (Fig 3).

Treatment objectives
The main treatment objective was to correct the pseudoanodontia and improve the speech and smile esthetics. Greater emphasis was laid for the correction of the crowded and rotated maxillary and mandibular incisors and to attempt orthodontic traction of the multiple impacted teeth.

Treatment alternatives
The severely impacted teeth could have been surgically removed and a prosthesis been given to replace the missing teeth, but the patient was not desirous of the same. The second alternative was to surgically expose the multiple impacted teeth and apply orthodontic traction to erupt these teeth. Patient was willing to undergo the second alternative to salvage the unerupted teeth.

Treatment progress
Deeply carious 16 and retained 63 were extracted. Pre adjusted edgewise appliance, Roth’s prescription .018 inch slot was strapped up prior to the surgical procedure. Flaps were raised in the maxillary and the mandibular dental arches and the severely rotated 14 which was an impediment...
Fig. 5: Post-treatment panoramic radiograph

for the orthodontic traction of 13 and 25 which was ectopically placed was surgically removed due to poor prognosis. 32 and 42 too were surgically removed. Subsequent to maintaining a moisture-less field in the vicinity of the impacted teeth, these teeth were bonded with their respective brackets with a dangling stainless steel ligature wire to assist in closed orthodontic traction. The flaps were subsequently closed back and sutured. After a week the sutures were removed and orthodontic traction was commenced with light force. (Fig 4). After successful orthodontic traction, leveling and alignment was done with 0.014 and 0.016 inch nickel titanium archwires. Space consolidation was done with 0.017 x 0.025 stainless steel archwires and final detailing and finishing with 0.019 x 0.025 stainless steel archwires.

Treatment outcome

The patient showed remarkable improvement in the correction of the multiple impacted teeth. 13, 15, 23, 24, 33, 34, and 43 were successfully erupted with orthodontic traction. After treatment, good facial harmony, balance and smile esthetics was achieved. Speech improved drastically. Normal overjet was achieved with alignment of maxillary and mandibular anteriors. The post treatment panoramic radiograph showed normal levels of alveolar bone with no root resorption (Fig 5). The post treatment lateral cephalometric radiograph was taken to gauge the treatment changes that was achieved. Endodontic treatment was done for 21 and 22 and fixed partial denture was given for 21, 22.
DISCUSSION

Pseudoanodontia is a descriptive term that indicates clinical but not radiographic absence of teeth that should normally be present in the oral cavity for the patient’s dental and chronologic age. The cause could have been retained deciduous teeth or that the deciduous teeth had shed but the permanent ones had failed to erupt.

Delayed tooth eruption is a condition where the tooth has developed more than the root length expected for eruption but remains unerupted. Gron\textsuperscript{11} showed that tooth eruption begins when ¾ of its final root length is established whereas normal biologic eruption time is defined as tooth eruption that occurs when the dental root is approximately 2/3 its final length. Rasmussen and Kotsaki\textsuperscript{12} suggested using established norms for mean eruption ages calculated from population studies. By the norms suggested the case exhibited delayed tooth eruption despite the patient being 21 years of age. Various local conditions like supernumerary teeth\textsuperscript{13}, mucosal barrier\textsuperscript{14}, gingival hyperplasias\textsuperscript{15}, scar tissue\textsuperscript{16}, and tumors like odontomas\textsuperscript{17} cause DTE. Traumatic injuries can lead to ectopic eruption or physical displacement of the permanent germ\textsuperscript{18,19} or disruption in normal odontogenesis in the form of dilacerations\textsuperscript{20}. Ankylosis and arch-length deficiency are also etiologic factors for crowding and impactions\textsuperscript{21}. Systemic conditions like metabolic, endocrine and genetic disorders and drugs too can cause DTE. Extremes of nutritive deprivation on calcification and eruption have been reported\textsuperscript{22}. A deficiency in an essential nutrient or a high metabolic demand on the growing tissues might influence the eruptive process. Endocrine disorders\textsuperscript{23} like hypothyroidism, hypopituitarism, hypoparathyroidism, are associated with DTE. Renal failure\textsuperscript{24} and anemic hypoxia\textsuperscript{25} too have been correlated with DTE. The patient was anemic as gleaned by the blood reports. The delayed onset of the presence of a gene suggested for tooth eruption might be responsible for DTE in “inherited retarded eruption”\textsuperscript{12}. This could explain the frequency of DTE in the posterior teeth which correlates with the case reported too. Lack of appropriate inflammatory response, increased bone density and inadequate expression of some cytokines that impede resorption have been noted to be factors for DTE in some syndromes.

The patient despite exhibiting fourteen impacted teeth did not have any supernumerary teeth or odontomas. The patient deferred the extraction of impacted 38 and 48 to a later date but was willing to undergo orthodontic traction for all the other seven impacted teeth. Orthodontic traction of impacted teeth has been widely reported in literature\textsuperscript{26-28}. Orthodontic traction of the multiple impacted teeth was successfully performed along with established orthodontic bio-mechanics. No ankylosis was encountered during the process of orthodontic traction. 13, 15, 23, 24, 33, 34, and 43 were successfully erupted with orthodontic traction with light orthodontic force and the alveolar bone was well maintained due to this procedure. On the other hand, extraction of all the impacted teeth would have greatly compromised the alveolar bone level. 18 and 28 erupted normally as space was created in the maxillary arch during orthodontic treatment. Fixed prosthesis was given in 21, 22 region to enhance esthetics. The patient was insistent on removal of the appliance a little early than the prescribed time as she was getting married and hence effective extrusion of 13 and 15 could not be adequately achieved to provide for a fixed partial prosthesis for 13, 14, and 15. The patients’ self-esteem, smile esthetics and speech improved dramatically.

CONCLUSION

Orthodontic traction of seven impacted teeth was successfully achieved in the case reported which in turn favourably improved the alveolar bone level and the patient was able to have a fairly good complement of teeth which undoubtedly improved her speech, mastication, occlusion and esthetics.
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